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elethon omas) rs a
doubts. On his way to becoming an ex-gay, he still feels the pull
of homosexual attraction. Ricky sings a poignant song called
"Everythin9," in which he reminisces about his romantic days with
C,W. (Kurt Robbins), a handsome (now ex-gay) country singer.
Though the entire cast is amazing, Thomas is especially
compelling, making us feel deeply for Ricky's plight. It's hard to
believe the actor is only a recent luilliard grad - he has the
confidence and chops of a seasoned pro. Minor characters include
Royal Canadian Mountie Bartholomew Softwood (Michael F.
McGuirk) and ventriloquist Jody Butler (Edward Staudenmayer),
who has a puppet called Miss Thang. Staudenmayer doesn't get a
lot of stage time, but he should: He's hysterical as an ex-gay,
Wayland Flowers.

However, the musical is not without its problems: The ending isn't
well earned, the actors stumbled over lines on opening night and
the lyrics were a bit muddled. But overall, this is a witty
production that deserves to hang around long after its Fringe
residency ends. The Gay No More Telethon may not be the cure
for homosexuality, but it's certainly the cure for the blues.
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